DOOR CLOSER
■ STOCK No.62892

■ PART No.DC40/65

• INSTRUCTIONS •
IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY TO
ENSURE THE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE USE OF THIS TOOL.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
This manual has been compiled by Draper Tools and is an integrated part of the product, which should be kept with the product.
This manual describes the purpose for which this product has been designed and contains all the necessary information to ensure its
correct and safe use.We recommend that this manual is read before any operation of the product, before performing any kind of
adjustment to the product, and prior to any maintenance tasks. By following all the general safety instructions contained in this manual, it
will ensure both product and operator safety, together with longer life of the product itself.
All photographs and drawings in this manual are supplied by Draper Tools to help illustrate the operation of the product.
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy of information contained in this manual, the Draper Tool policy of continuous
improvement determines the right to make modifications without prior warning.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR
REGULAR ARM (PULL SIDE) MOUNTING
This installation process covers regular arm
installations up to 180° openings.

■STOCK No.62892

■ PART No.DC40/65

OPENING TO 120°

1. Select the door opening angle and use the
■DIMENSION A = 120mm
dimensions shown opposite. Mark four holes on the
door for the door closer and two holes on the frame OPENING FROM 120° TO 180°
for the arm shoe.
■DIMENSION A = 80mm
2. Drill 4mmØ pilot holes in the door and frame for the
fixings supplied.
3. Fix the forearm/arm shoe assembly to the door
frame using the fixings supplied.
4. Attach the closer to the door using the fixings
supplied.
Note: The speed adjusting valve must be positioned
towards the hinged edge of the door.
5. Install the main arm onto the top pinion shaft,
perpendicular to the door as illustrated below.
Tightly secure it in place using the screw/washer
assembly supplied.
6. Adjust the length of the forearm so that it is
perpendicular to the door frame when assembled to
preloaded main arm (see ‘top view’ illustration
below). Secure the forearm to the main arm using
the screw/washer assembly provided.
7. Snap the pinion cap over the pinion shaft at the
bottom of the closer unit.

REGULAR ARM INSTALLATION
Closer installs on PULL/HINGE side of door

8. Adjust the closing speed of the door using the
procedure detailed on page 5.

Illustrated
Left Hand Door-LH or
Right Hand Reverse-RHR

TYPICAL TOP VIEW
INSTALLATION
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR
TOP JAMB (PUSH SIDE) MOUNTING
This installation process covers top jamb installations
up to 180° openings.
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OPENING TO 120°

1. Select the door opening angle and use the
■DIMENSION A = 120mm
dimensions shown opposite. Mark four holes on the
frame for the door closer and two holes on the door OPENING FROM 120° TO 180°
for the arm shoe.
■DIMENSION A = 80mm
2. Drill 4mmØ pilot holes in the door and frame for the
fixings supplied.
3. Fix the forearm/arm shoe assembly to the door
using the fixings supplied.
4. Attach the closer to the door frame using the fixings
supplied.
Note: The speed adjusting valve must be positioned
towards the hinged edge of the door.
5. Install the main arm onto the top pinion shaft,
perpendicular to the door as illustrated below.
Tightly secure it in place using the screw/washer
assembly supplied.
6. Adjust the length of the forearm so that it is
perpendicular to the door frame when preloaded
with the main arm (see ‘top view’ illustration below).
Secure the forearm to the main arm using the
screw/washer assembly provided.
7. Snap the pinion cap over the pinion shaft at the
bottom of the closer unit.

TOP JAMB INSTALLATION
Closer installs on frame-on
PUSH/STOP side of door

8. Adjust the closing speed of the door using the
procedure detailed on page 5.

Illustrated
Left Hand Door-LH or
Right Hand Reverse-RHR

TYPICAL TOP VIEW
INSTALLATION
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PARALLEL ARM (PUSH SIDE) MOUNTING
This installation process covers parallel arm
installations up to 180° openings.

■STOCK No.62892

1. Select the door opening angle and use the
dimensions shown opposite. Mark four holes on the
door for the door closer and four holes on the
underside of the frame for the parallel bracket.

■DIMENSION A = 200mm ■ DIMENSION B = 170mm

■ PART No.DC40/65

OPENING TO 120°
OPENING FROM 120° TO 180°
■DIMENSION A = 170mm ■ DIMENSION B = 140mm

2. Drill 4mmØ pilot holes in the door and frame for the
fixings supplied.
3. Attach the closer to door using screws provided,
speed adjusting valve must be positioned away
from hinge edge.
4. Fix parallel arm bracket to the frame using screws
provided.
5. Using a wrench on the square shaft at the bottom of
the closer, rotate the shaft 100mm to 125mm towards
the hinged edge of door. Hold and place the main
arm of the shaft on top of the closer at the index
mark, as on “top view” illustration below.
For left hand door illustration A
For right hand door illustration B
Tighten arm screw with lockwasher securely.
6. Remove arm shoe from forearm and discard. Install
rod end of forearm to bracket using the
screw/washer assembly provided.
7. Adjust forearm length so that adjustable forearm is
parallel to the frame.

PARALLEL ARM INSTALLATION
Closer installs on
PUSH/STOP side of door

8. Adjust the closing speed of the door using the
procedure detailed on page 5.

Illustrated
Left Hand Door-LH or
Right Hand Reverse-RHR

TYPICAL TOP VIEW
INSTALLATION
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DOOR CLOSING CYCLE
CLOSING SPEED
Closing arcs are controlled by two separate speed adjusting valves. Adjust the closing speed first then
adjust the latching speed.
Turn the speed adjusting valve a full rotation clockwise for a slower closing speed.
Turn the speed adjusting valve a full rotation anticlockwise for a faster closing speed.
LATCHING SPEED
Turn the speed adjusting valve a full rotation clockwise for a slower latching speed.
Turn the speed adjusting valve a full rotation anticlockwise for a faster latching speed.
CAUTION: Do not turn speed adjusting valve more than two full turns anticlockwise from its factory set
position, as the speed adjusting valves could become dislodged from the door closer body, resulting with
the loss of internal fluid and failure of the device.
DELAY ACTION
Turn the delay adjusting valve a full rotation clockwise for a greater delay time before door closes.
BACK CHECK
Turn the back check adjusting valve clockwise to reduce the opening capacity. This function is to avoid
the door, handle or door closer coming in contact with a wall etc.
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NOTES
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